She

Writes

Introduction
This book has been written and designed by a group of
young women who came together to attend a mental
health peer support group. The group was established
at the Leeds-based charity Getaway Girls as part of the
Side-by-Side project, a nationwide scheme to fund the
development of peer support for young women with
lived experience of mental Health. Peer support works
best when people with lived experience of mental
health difficulties come together in a safe, supportive
environment, where members feel comfortable sharing
their stories and experiences, allowing a group
empathy to develop.
As a group we decided to use creative writing as a
means by which we could share out stories, thoughts
and feelings. Writing is a very safe, containable way to
open up as it is totally under each individuals’ control
as to what they write about, and how much of
themselves they wish to share. She Writes was
developed as a chance to take our writing further,
this was funded by Leeds Fund.
This book is a collection our work, and every word
written honest and truthful. The following pages are
our stories, they are important and should be heard.
Massive thanks go to the following, without whom this
book would not exist:
• Paulette Morris, our truly amazing tutor who got
us writing, and gave us the confidence to share
the results
• Zara, Beth and Sara, our fantastic facilitators
• Flavia, the manager at Getaway Girls,
without whom our group would not exist
• All the staff at Lifeforce, especially Hamlet
• Memory, our lovely photographer
• Nic Gun, the designer who made our ideas a reality
• Shantona, for the drawing on pg 29
• Leeds Fund, for funding the book in your hands.

Whenever you see this

symbol the text may contain reference to self harm / suicide / abuse / sensitive material.
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Recipe for Love and Happiness
Zest for Life
Big dollop of Sunshine
2 oz of Pampering
Bag full of confidence
Piece of positivity
Tablespoon of Trust
Ladle of Listening
Scoop of loyalty
150g sifted respect
Sprinkle of song
A slice of dance
A dash of good friends
A sprinkle of Family
Laughter to taste
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The Feeling I Feel
I feel heavy, like a lead weight,
I am frozen, like time has stood still.
My mind races, my head has a pulse
I can’t talk, stutter, there’s a blockage from my brain to my mouth.
There’s thunder in my chest
Lightening in my stomach
And rain upon my eyes
I feel their eyes on me, it stops me in my tracks
I fear to jump in time, scared of the outcome
Music becomes my friend, it keeps me safe
It becomes a beat to my walk, to my heart, to a safe place.
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Undeserved Pain
How would you feel if your most
private feelings and emotions were
etched permanently upon your skin?
Markings that prevent covering of pain
with your usual plastic smile, which
only the most careful of observers can
see does not reach your eyes.
Would you leave the house in the morning
if you knew the bus driver, the checkout girl in
Tesco, that hot barman could take one glance at
you and see trauma, abuse and anguish.
Would you get up in the morning if every time
you looked in the mirror you saw a roadmap of
every painful, terrible day indelibly engraved upon
you? No pretending that your life was simple,
straightforward, happy; no amount of concealer
can support that fairy-tale.
Would you wear a vest top in the hot summer months,
knowing that social stereotyping will instantly label
you attention-seeking and manipulative?
Maybe you are thinking that you couldn’t care less about
the opinions of others, that silent judgements made by
strangers have no effect on you? But what about that
dream job interview, or the search for that perfect
partner; how easy would these be knowing all of your
past baggage was described indefinitely on your skin
for all to see?
This is what it is like to wear scars.
To have permanently disfigured, damaged,
mutilatedyourself in response to horrors that the
world has thrown at you. Horrors that were not
your fault, and not of our making.
So next time you see evidence of a hard life,
of undeserved pain etched upon a person’s body
don’t judge them manipulative, label them
attention-seeking, and certainly don’t pity them.
Instead see the strength it took to get dressed this
morning, admire the courage and bravery required
to leave the house, and recognise the determination
and character to overcome their past struggles and fears
to hold their head up high, and stand proudly in the world.
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Irreplaceable Girl
I have always found forging close
friendships terrifying. Relationships where
love is not carried by a shared blood, or
driven by sexual attraction; instead
friendships are a mystical bond between
souls, personalities that simply fit together.
It requires courage to take the risk and
invite somebody into your world, knowing
the danger of being hurt, betrayed or
deceived is very real. I have always been too
scared to brave this step, instead feeling
safer alone, building strong walls to protect
my heart from all potential enemies.
I created an isolated, controlled existence,
just for me.
One day my insular world was invaded by a
quirky, remarkable, beautiful Geordie lass.
She saw straight through my stony, aloof
façade; she saw my truth: that a scared, lost,
hurt girl sat before her. She crumbled my
reinforced fortress walls with one hug, and
showed me how awesome life in her world
could be. She stood shoulder to shoulder
with me through my darkest moments,
always there to take my hand and guide me
back to the light. We laughed together.
We cried together. We shared everything,
the good, the bad, the ugly and the painful.
She taught me how to trust, never once
judging or mocking, always understanding
and empathetic. She saved me. She made
me a better person, helping me find purpose
and direction. We became best friends,
inseparable. She was the sister I never knew
I wanted, never knew I needed.
She died. She passed away after just 26 year
on this Earth. The grief at her loss is the
worst pain I have ever experienced.
I felt my heart break, crack and fracture
into a thousand frozen shards. All food
turned to bitter dust inside my mouth, my
skin numbed to the comforting touch of
others, any sense of happiness or enjoyment
evaporating in front of my eyes. There is a
deep, dark void inside my head where she
should be; a black vacuous hole in my soul
only she can fill.

Her death could have been avoided, should
have been averted, leading to a search for
answers, a hunt for responsibility, the
pursuit for a doorway at which to lay the
blame.Anger has lodged in my brain like a
malignant tumour, infecting every thought,
corrupting and decaying my mind, leaving
it bitter and rotting. In long sleepless nights
self-recrimination and guilt seep in.
Could I have saved her? Did I let her down?
In the cold light of day I know her passing is
not my fault, but the damage is done,
self-blame accepted and acknowledged.
I ignore phone calls from loved ones and
friends, they are better off without me,
and I am safer alone, in control behind
my newly erected fortress walls.
But something is not quite right. Isolation is
no longer the comfortable, secure
sanctuary it used to be. It is claustrophobic,
the weight of the barricades crush my
lungs, I cannot breathe inside this
self-inflicted prison. I’ve been changed. She
has changed me. I need company and
human contact, crave a sense of belonging
and acceptance. I have seen the beauty of
the real world, and can no longer live
outside of it. I have two choices, or so it
seems: To surrender to the darkness, fall
into the void and allow the anger to corrode
all that is good and positive within me;
or find a different, lighter path. My friend
lived just 26 years, but they were years
filled with courage and bravery, kindness
and loyalty and with optimism and hope.
If I am to honour her memory and respect
her legacy I know I must relinquish the
anger, surrender the guilt and
self-recrimination. I must remember what I
was taught, never forget the power of true
friendship and the great value of trust.
I will never find a friend like her again, she
is irreplaceable, but she showed me that
I’m worthy of happiness and deserving of
friendship. She saved me from myself and
made me the person I am today.
Katie, my irreplaceable girl.
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As a child

As a child I had big dreams, lof

ty ideas and ambitious plans.

I was to be a pilot, scientist, do
ctor or firefighter.
I knew nothing of mental ill he
alth, and its crippling, life
destroying impact.
I was to own a big house in the
country, detached,
with a library and maybe a pool.
I knew nothing of hostels, supp
orted living or council
estates.
I was to have money, for expens
ive cars and all the designer
brands.
I knew nothing of benefits, dis
ability or ATOS assessments.
I believed for a long time that I
failed this young girl,
I wasted her talents and squan
dered her potential.
I let her dreams and ambitions
crumble to dust,
dead and gone forever.
But recently I leant something
magical, that I couldn’t be
more wrong. Dreams only die if
you let them, if you deny
them, purposefully ignore them.

Ambitions require love and nu
rturing. They need time to
grow and mature, space to adap
t and evolve.
I wanted a job, instead I have fou
nd a vocation, a purpose
and direction, possibilities and
potentials.
I wanted a house, instead I have
created a home, safe,
comfortable and mine. A place
to live and be happy.
I wanted money, instead I have
learned that I value the
love of family, the acceptance of
friends and the joy of
belonging far more.
I have not betrayed my naïve an
d innocent younger self.
I have become an adult who is
loved and respected, a role
model she can be proud of, quali
ties worth more than
any material possessions or im
mature ideals.
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The Journey of My Life
I remember well the day I left my village. It was a Thursday, the 7th of June and
everyone was crying, I left, leaving my family behind. 15 days later I heard of the
death of my mother. I wasn’t allowed to return, and so I was unable to honour my
mother at her funeral. It was the saddest moment of my life, it has left traumatic
wounds that open every time I remember her loss. The only thing I can do is to cry
alone, to release my sorrow from deep inside.
I travelled through Sudan, Libya, Italy and France to reach the UK, but I did not have
to travel alone. I met my soul mate, my husband. He helped me through the hardship,
and made me happy during the dark times on our journey. He is the funniest guy, and
I love him so very much. Together we crossed the war zone of Libya it was so scary,
especially as a woman. Let me tell you one story from the many I have from this time:
We were being smuggled across the country by human traffickers, and their agent
called me into room alone, separated from the others. He demanded that I leave my
husband and start a new life with him, and to live as his wife. It was so difficult to
refuse anything, they have absolute power and can do as they wish, but I told him no,
that he would have to kill me and I would never leave my husband. Eventually he let
me go, and with the help of God I survived.
We travelled across the biggest desert in the world, the Sahara, and after many
hundreds of miles we arrived in the UK. On the 6th May 2016 our sweet daughter
arrived, she is a gift from God, and she is such a special thing to have in my life.
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Letter To The Not So Recently Deceased:
2 years is 730 days, I think. You know I’m not great with maths.
We thought I was dyspraxic but I can count the many times I’ve smacked my face on the wooden bedside
just fine, so I guess I’m just a little confused right now.
Either way that’s a long time and time only seems to be moving quicker leaving you further away from me.
I’m writing to you since this is the only way I can contact you now. Kind of?
At least I don’t have to see your deactivated profile or the sign of a message that will never deliver.
Throwing letters into the wind is a lot easier for me.
I hope you’re doing well. But that’s pretty cliche to say.
I have a lot of questions to ask you but I’m shouting into a void when I open my mouth.
I like to think you’re okay.
Wherever you are is better than where you were, or else you wouldn’t have left - right?
I hope your ears are filled with music and your eyes filled with daisies since those are what you loved the most.
I’m still working on the EP we were going to write together,
the only problem is I can’t write your parts. So if you get this, please send them on, we could write a ballad for
the whole universe to hear. Then we can do something together just like we used to.
Do you miss those times as much as I do?
I don’t want this letter to be dismal but I’d be lying if I said it wasn’t dismal without you around.
I often find myself pacing my bedroom, looking out the window and thinking, you know what:
why the fuck did you leave?
But you taught me a pretty lady shouldn’t curse so I wash those profanities down with the glass of wine
that’s been sat next to my bed all day. Room temperature seems to churn my stomach.
But less about me and more about you? I’m looking forward to the letter you write me.
I read them all in my dreams and I can’t wait to hear your response to this one.
Just stop telling me you’re not coming back because it only angers me.
Tell me you are, I’ll be a lot happier like you want me to be.
I’ve been waiting at my side door like a dog for his owner for a few years now.
Wagging my tail over and over and over.
My tailbone hurts to say the least. Please come visit me again.
I’m still just as loyal as you remember me.
Rest well and kind regards
P.S. I saw our favourite band last week, it felt jult like you were there.
Were you?
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I live a life of pain and sorrow, hiding these tears deep down inside.
I fake a smile and keep fighting these battles,
but really feel like my heart has died.
They put me through trauma for their own selfish needs,
they ruined my life and now my heart bleeds.
Flashbacks upon flashbacks race through my head,
I see your face when I lie down in bed.
Although you’re not here there’s still no escape.
Why did you do it? Why did you rape?
I’m constantly numb I cut to feel something, even if its pain, I’ve died
inside.
You’ve taken so much from me, things I won’t get back again.
I want to lock myself away while you walk free, pretending nothing has
happened, but its not just a dream.
You’ve ruined my life, you’ve left me scared, but you’ve not won yet,
I’m only half dead.
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Boredom
I am always bored
I am young and I am letting my time go,
I am super bored
I do nothing but stare at my smart phone,
Every hour of every day
I am bored of being bored
So tomorrow I will start the new me
I will get my degree
Find my Mr Right, have 3 children and save the world;
I will be a millionaire
All by tomorrow...
I promise this time I will do it.
Not like yesterday when I said I’ll do it today,
Or last week whe I was going to do it,
But I had put my plans on hold because it was raining outside,
Well, until tomorrow or any other working day,
I will keep watching YouTube because today is just too late to start.
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Worth, where does it come from?
Well I think it might have something to do with you. ‘Daddy, the one man
who is meant to show me love, the one man who is supposed to make me feel
that I am worth more. You brought me into this world and have shown me
how little you value me, stripping back my self-worth.
You made me feel ugly, unclean, and unlovable, you denied me part of myself.
For many years I have questioned my whole existence because you were not there.
When I was old enough I looked for you to try to find the real me,
but yet again you pushed me away.
I was not your priority. I even questioned whether you were actually my dad.
Did you make me out of love, or was I just another one of your selfish acts.
Are you happy living your life with your wife and kids,
while I am here left picking up the pieces, searching for your approval.
Rejection has become my norm.
You have left other people to do your job. How do you sleep at night not knowing where
your countless children are, or how they are coping? How can my ‘father’ love me
when he does not know how to love?
The saddest thing is that I will always have your back, no matter what.
Sometimes I actually have visions of what my life would be like if you were truly a dad
to me. Maybe I wouldn’t be so sensitive, so ugly to look at, so unworthy, so broken.
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Awake
Awake my eyes open and my head pulsates like a drum to its own beat.
It’s happened again hasn’t it?
My muscles ache as I turn over in my bed covered in a pool of blood, urine and vomit.
Every month I can predict that it will happen but I don’t know when the
specific date will be.
I’ve been trying hard not to let life stress me out but I have so much to focus
on right now.
I’ve listened to doctors tell me what they believe causes my bodies imbalances.
I’ve listened to family and friends tell me what they think I should do but I need to
listen to my own body.
My own body is telling me something but I’m too scared to understand.
I will overcome this trial, it is a test that I need to realise.
Seven years and counting…
Catamenial Epilepsy is a part of my life.
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The Pain Inside
20 years of hurt
4 years of freedom
Shoulders weighed down
A rucksack that keeps getting bigger
A 90s rucksack, re-stitched from where scars have appeared
Filled with blood, towns, books, nightmares, knives, pins, sick and butterflies
Shoulders covered in scars
I hope I can put it down
Guilt is red from hurt and pain
Like sandpaper, rough to the touch
Justice was not on my side, he gets to walk free,
able to make me feel unsafe and unloved
The pain I feel I will always feel
The innocence he took from my life and my family,
the time he took, I will never get back
The barriers I have can never be lowered due to the pain that he caused
He is free to take the innocence away from another child
His freedom is my prison
The scars he has made I still try to cover and overcome
He may make me feel like damaged goods,
but the family and friends that I have make me feel I am wanted
Make me feel that I am loved.
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Why Me?
Why me?
Why do I have to suffer? What did I do to deserve this?
You took everything from me.
My life, the little bit of dignity I had, my personality, my social life.
Everything. You took everything, and gave me PTSD in return.
Why me?
Why did you have to hurt me like you did?
Why did you have to put yourself on me like you did?
Why couldn’t you stop yourself from hurting me?
Why did you take advantage of my vulnerability like you did?
You knew I was weak already and I had so much going on.
Why did you have to take advantage of that?
Why me?
Why was I so weak and vulnerable that you could take advantage?
If I was stronger maybe it wouldn’t have happened.
I blame myself every day because I put myself in that situation,
not only once but 3 god damn times.
3 times you hurt me and each time was worse.
You hurt me and I couldn’t stop you.
Why me?
Why couldn’t I find the strength to report you?
Why do I have to sit back now and let you get away with it?
Why couldn’t I put an end to all this?
You sit there now. Happy. Free. As if nothing happened.
Is it here now, crying myself to sleep, having flashbacks, reliving it every day.
Hurting myself just to feel something.
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The Mask
I’m great, fine, spectacular. In a way
I relish every night, and I live every day.
I live, I laugh, I write, I sing,
I wonder what the new days will bring.
Then I get home, and I take off my mask.
The day, and almost impossible task,
is finally over, and so I lie down
and wait patiently for the day that I die.
I cry, I scream, I bawl, and sleep,
even though I have promises to keep.
I wait, and wonder, and cry some more,
and I ache and burn from my very core.
Then I’m not alone, and the mask reappears:
out goes the grief, pain and all the tears,
As I am a happy person, cheerfull all the day,
A world full of rainbow, not one shade of grey.
Of course I’m not okay, I’m not fine,
no matter how much I seem to shine.
I don’t even know why I feel this...
why my existence is one lone, endless abyss.
But it is and will be, so I cling to life,
as one day I might slip and end it with a knife.
But I’m still here, no matter what my dreams might say,
and I hope that one day I will actually be okay.
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This Life I Live
This life I live, I feel unknown,
Just want to be loved instead of crying on my own,
got nobody to turn to i feel so scared..
don't want to live this life with these thoughts in my head.
I've got no friends to guide the way,
out of this pain that haunts me day by day.
I just want to give up I do not see the point.
I wish I could be happy but the emotions stay in front.
I blame my self it drives me mad, for every single little trouble that I've ever had,
the pain I endured you can see it leaves me hurt,
hiding the scars underneath my shirt.
All this pain and all these tears,
I've nothing left to give no more there's nothing left I feel,
All this pain all these tears,
I've nothing left to give no more there's nothing left I feel.
I hide away so no-one sees me cry,
If only you saw the world through my eyes,
All I wanted was one little friend who would stick by me to the very end,
I didn't ask for this life to always feel so small,
to be put through this and be alone through it all,
I dont want to cry I just want to be loved,
when im lonely I need just one hug,
I want to feel like I'm accepted not pushed around and constantly rejected,
people always say nothing lasts forever just stay strong we'll get through this together.
All this pain, all these tears,
I've nothing left to give no more there's nothing left I feel.
All this pain and all these tears,
I've nothing left to give no more there's nothing left I feel.
I can't take it no more I've taken enough,
tried to stay strong through it all but I'll never be tough,
I let go when no-one seemed to care
I can't carry on when there's no-one there,
im just a messed up girl covered in scars,
fighting my fears but trapped behind bars,
you see this girl, a smile on her face,
but you don't see that smile it's fake,
im always here girl please don't cry, that's what they say it's just one big lie,
Come on girl tell me what is wrong, tell me everything please stay strong,
All this pain and all these tears,
I've nothing left to give no more there's nothing left I feel,
All this pain and all these tears,
I've nothing left to give no more there's nothing left I feel.
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Romantica:
I swallowed an AK-47 when I was 10 years old.
And ever since that day I’ve had bullets shooting out my mouth, ears and nose.
My emotions are nail bombs exploding around my organs and skin.
Eteernal bleeding has become critical.
My words are shotguns whenever I open my mouth.
I’m scared to speak how I feel.
My actions are fighter jets causing collisions and collateral damage upon myself.
I’d suggest taking a few steps back before you have to bare the brunt of it.
There is no beauty in warfare and I’m at war with myself.
My body is a post apocalyptic tragedy of deseased aspirations and mutated dreams
Covered from head to toe with crevasses and holes where my two halves
fought to become one.
I’m exhausted from the toxicity of the air I breathe.
No flowers grow here and the rivers have run dry.
There is no source of food, progression or hope.
I’ve tried to endure all forms of natural disasters but the only disaster is me.
My life is fiction and I am not real.
I’m the in game character no one wants to choose.
I have no good and I have no bad.
I cannot defend for you, me or anything to be had.
My half life is shorter than the length of your arm.
By the time you find stability on this cavern floor there will be nothing left to stand upon.
There’s a sinkhole forming and I fear you’re going to fall in it.
I’d suggest you choose a different character.
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Unconditional Love
You hold your child for the first time, there is an unconditional love.
This innocent new life, a gift from God, to nurture and keep safe.
Only for a dominator to enter your safe haven, pulling and tugging, destroying
the calm and tranquillity created.
A tug of war, pulling our children apart, and ultimately our family.

Footsteps
When I hear his footsteps, my body becomes frozen, my mind becomes blank,
ears ringing, head pounding, hands shaking.
My body reacts instantly curling up like a new-born baby.
His eyes have an alcoholic and drug infused stare, his body is stiffening as his
fists are clenching. Jaw and veins ticking and throbbing, feet tapping.
These are signs of a volcano ready to erupt.
The red hot suffocating lava ready to kill.
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When I was young
I miss being a little kid, really little, I didn’t know what the internet was,
the hardships of being an adult and the horrors of the real world.
It was the 90s and I wore jelly bean DR. Martens and I had a teletubby
backpack and a doll that cried when you pulled the string; it was the era of
tamagotchis, ninja turtles, barbie and pokemon, beyblades and playstation.
I was only a child, I don’t remember loneliness like I feel it now even
surrounded by everyone I love. I had my action man and dinosaurs for
comfort, my stiff dolls to cuddle, my backyard which opened onto woodland
and my vivid imagination, each day seemed never ending, and when it did,
I couldn’t wait to wake up and start all over again.
It was an eternal world where time had no significance to me, now the
magic and innocence of my childhood is something like a lost dream;
glowing in the murky depths of my corrupted mind floating further away
from my reach,a paradise world that never belonged to me.
The memories of my past taunt me, remind me of a whimsical happy girl,
I wish so hard to find her again. Getting up everyday is hard now, the
sadness snakes its way cruelly into my heart, the sadness is devouring me
whole, coating my bones and lungs, suddenly its difficult to breathe, the
darkness snuffs out smiles and hope and cries for help. So I sink deeper
into the mattress, this depression takes all my strength. A voice that
sounds too far away yells two words “Get Up” but I’m tired. The familiar
face of my mother comes into view, her smile is forced and she looks close
to tears as she asks me again to “Get Up”. I know it hurts her to see me so
broken. But she doesn’t know how it feels to face the world each day with
eyes that scream help me, lips that won’t move and a heavy heart with
hopelessness, to uphold this façade of happiness, dead eyes and tight
smiles all for the sake of keeping the ones you love in the dark.
But there is too much darkness, so I hold onto her hand like I did as a child,
eager to let go, to leave her side, but this time its different, I hold on tight,
I need her help now more than ever and I find my voice, feeble I beg her to
help me.
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Mother
Being a mother is great,
I loved being pregnant my body changes.
Exciting to know what I am having
When my baby was born he was looking for
breast feeding
He was small and quiet,
I love my child’s smile
He makes me strong and great fun
Because they are energetic
I was breast feeding, seeing my child grow up
Only by my breastmilk.
All from me.
Who am I?
I’m Mother

My Beautiful Baby Boy
My Beautiful Baby Boy
I love being a mum
I love the softness of his skin
Love his smile and laugh
How he looks at me with his big beautiful eyes
I love how good he is or content he is
He is a great listener he makes me smile all
the time
I love being a mum
I love how I know his cries
Love how he bonds with me
Love how great and loveable he is
Also love how cuddly he is
My son is amazing and I’m proud to be a mum.
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Pulling out teeth
My jaw is aching.
My teeth are wobbling though they are
not babies, anymore.
Adult and grown, they should be sturdy.
But in fact they're soft and weak.
I'll spit my blood out in the sink.
I'll wash my mouth out with bleach.
Then you never held me.
Then you never touched me.
Then I'll finally feel clean.
I'm pulling my teeth out.
And all my nightmares lie underneath.
In the wounds of where my teeth should be.
Now lies clarity.
You're not hidden there anymore.
I'm only left with bleeding sores.
My smiles so pretty now no ones around.
No one is stealing hesitant words from
out of my mouth.
What a gleaming pair of pearly whites.
What a beautiful mouth no longer full of fright.
I'll clean my sink up in the morning.
I'll clean my mind and thoughts up tonight.
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Proud to be me
I’m a Human Being- Proud to be me
14 - really Happy living in Ethiopia
Only child, spoilt girl, That’s me
Life changed suddenly
Had to leave my home unexpectedly
In Dubai working for a family
Not my plan, not my choice
No respect for me
Day after day, tired constantly
Lost my confidence
Not treated like I’m a human being
My owner’s family moved to the UK
I’m so desperate to sleep.
I have no energy
No freedom. They control me
People walking about outside
I can’t do what they do
I don’t feel like a human being
Don’t feel like me
Felt Trapped
Felt Nothing
Losing my mind
Can’t think
Need to escape
Ask for help- police
Leeds my next home. Place to stay
Time heals
Found Freedom
Found support, found confidence
My human Being, my voice
Happy, settled,
2 beautiful boys
Looking forward to my future
Back to Sarah
Back to me, when I was 14
Proud of my boys
Proud of my friends
Proud of me
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Recreational affections
Cocaine coated upon your nose.
I think it's time to go before I've even said hello.
Your drunken slurs of love.
But in person you can't even give me a hug.
This is a losing battle I cannot condone.
So I'll smoke my last fag, leave with my empty bag.
And a pair of weak arms, left alone.
You're simply a scar, left on my right arm.
Too fresh to even turn white.
My eyes how they cry, longing for July.
But in fact this is a cold May night.
I thought I could be, what you longed and need.
But I'll never make you as high as the stars.
For I'm not a drug, just an empty frame of love.
Sorrow is seeping from my soul.
Your eyes are a beautiful blue, gleaming as bright as the moon.
But your habits are dark and bleak.
You never go home, what's stopping in you from being whole?
To make you so afraid of your front door?
You tell me the facts but I long for your past, so I can understand
why you're so torn.
But I need protection and you're recreation.
But you need affection and I'm a discretion I don't want to say something wrong.
So if you meet me tomorrow.
I may not feel so hollow.
But when you leave I'll seep back into the ground.
And you'll go to another party, pretending that you're happy But I see past your half hearted smile.
Anticipation and never ending palpitations:
I'll fall asleep with my head facing down.
If my breathing stops.
And my heart rates to drop.
My body will become as cold as your heart.
This is only the start but I'm cautious to progress
past - this starting line high in the sky.
If I am to fall, I will be sore.
And my limbs will shatter like glass.
This time I'll promise myself its the last.
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The fakest friend
Look at the girl staring at you
She is laughing
She is on control of what you do
She says she is your friend
She swear she is your true confident
The one and only.
She has seen you laugh and cry
She called you fat
You believed her
Because she was always there
She was your shadow
When everything was so hard to swallow
Your best friend forever
She used to be friends with me too
She always told me what to do
What diets to follow
What I shouldn’t eat
When to vomit
Her name is Ana
She promised me everything will be fine
That I just needed to be thin.
I just needed to feel loved
I saw her every morning when I weighted
She was never happy
I was never happy either
She told me fairy tales
Where the thin princess find her match
To get it I will have to pay the highest price
Ana gave me a crown bad is too dark too heavy to carry around.
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Finding the words
I don’t think I can find the words,
Wait,
I don’t want it to sound absurd,
You see the visions in my imagination are brazen,
I’ve got a dream and I’m trying to chase it.
But people don’t want to see you do good.
This is what is constantly talked about surrounding the hood.
Pace, wait, relax and breathe,
It doesn’t matter what they say,
You’ve got this B, so come and vibe with me.
Mistakes, piss-takes and finding your worth, your gunna find it
tough but you’ve got go through it.
Grow thought it and learn the lessons, what else did they expect
from a rebellious teen?
Thinking alcohol bottles and partying was the only dream. Do they
understand I was only 14?
If only my baby Queens could see the bigger picture.
It’s hard to keep this positive imagery
When social media is blocking the truth,
Corrupting the youth and they don’t wunna listen.
I’m not surprised, have you seen the division?
You don’t need a small waist, big bum and perfect make-up that
stays in place.
The question still remains,
What’s it like to live in a society where been a bad bitch is number
one priority?
Women twerking on instagram, bum shot pics, just to show the man
on a mission…
what you wunna be his submission?
They don’t know how it feels…
Girls, we want to see what your minds like.
Show me your soul,
you don’t need his permission to be whole.
You are you and you are the truth.
So, don’t cloud your mind and
get lost in the loop.
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Look this way
I want to have my breath taken away,
by the precise blend that made your skin tone just
that hue,
by the rivers of colour on your face,
from the nuances of your hair in the
sunshine to your eyes, which seem to change
whenever your gaze moves
and rests upon those
you like, dislike, love with a passion that is equally
as colourful as your physique.
darling, you feel so much, and it snatches the air
from my very lungs as if my awe is what gives you
vibrance,
but don't you see? it isn't my awe.
you don't require my awe to shine as you have for
all these long years,
sweetheart, you are a constellation yourself,
shining long before my gaze fell on you.
I know, it may be difficult to look at
yourself in the mirror because your beauty just
doesn't fit there, and perhaps that is why I find
myself so in awe of you, for at each angle
there is new beauty, but again, this isn't about me.
it's about you.
if not today, then one day, you will stop colouring crimson at compliments
because it could be a joke,
because surely your emotions don't have the
impact of a wall of water, drenching those lucky
enough to be caught in the riptide, and stealing
those breaths away once again.
you are a work of art
and I hope that the world is there to see the day
you discover just how beautiful you are
I hope that bland numbers on a set of scales are
replaced by xx's by roses by countless expressions of love and colour
and passion, because all of your
woman deserves to be appreciated, to be loved, to
be loved by you.
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Mixed race

Being mixed race can be challenging at times
why should I just hang out with just black girls or just white girls.
I am mixed race, Jamaican hot pepper mixed with fish and chips.
I LOVE MY HAIR. DONE BE JEALOUS OF ME.
I love the skin I ’am in
I love my curves
I love river island dresses
At the youth group I dance with my friends
and we help each other with the dance routine.

Paint me a forest

Paint me the bark of trees once loved.
Rough like your palms- but surely, gentle
enough.
Gaze upon the bush, where blackberries
were once picked.
The valley were adolescent feelings, once
mixed.
Carve your three letter name, next to
mine: Paint our beginning, Oh star shining
eyes.
Paint me the moonrise of a darkening sky.
I know I should not compare myself to the
soothing glow of the moon.
But I do, have my soft side too.
And darling, you compliment darkness so
well.
Your pale skin gleans- as though it knows:
all is well.
I admire you, religiously: Like those do the
moon.
But most nights, I found myself dismissing
your potential. Sleeping too soon.
Paint me the arch of a decadent rose
garden. Sickening red, like my lips.
Voluptuous curves, like my hips.
Teeth of thorns, blocking your pathway.
Tongue pigmented crimson, articulating
all that is left to say.
Paint me the texture, frail as petals.
A comforting feeling- Do you dare to kiss
them? Alluring as the scent of a rose.
Grasp the back of my neck- Please, don't
let me go.
Paint me a waterfall, finally set me free.

Sail me through continuous streams,
till I reach the sea.
Sit within the water- and hold my ever
numbing hands.
Cold like droplets- The time to make
amends.
See the canvas once blooming, my love?
Now its desolate- just like me.
Dehydrated from your distant touch.
My sweet.. Even the waterfall cannot
keep us be.
And though it pains me immensely ;
I'm agonised by this event.
I can no longer leave you parched, in
this hydrating river bed.
Now darling, Paint me the forest!
Let my wild heart run free.
You'll always find my spirit along side
the river, or by the trees.
The moonlight that beams, is only the
smile of me- since now I can see your
self becoming what you always
dreamed to be
And my love, the rain that falls is only
my painfully tears:
I can only watch you, I can no longer
hold you- and that has always been my
greatest fear.
May one day you find happiness- in the
memories of the evergreen.
May one day you're finally able to cater
to your own needs.
And perhaps then, I shall paint your
forest, and plant your ever blooming
seeds.
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I am?
i am optimistic

about the future but pessimistic at times

i am a go getter

when I want to achieve something
and push even harder when I don’t

i am concious

of my heritage, faith and ethnicity

i am proud

I am proud of the obstacles I have overcome in my past
and will be presented with in the future

i am a big sister

and one day will be an aunt, a mother and a grandmother

i am

black, Muslim and female

who are you?
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Getaway Girls is a registered charity and
established as a company limited by guarantee.
The organisation has been supporting young
women within Leeds for over 30 years.
Getaway Girls empowers young women to build
confidence, resilience and aspirations.
We offer a variety of programmes to meet diverse
needs of young women including individual
support, group work, peer education/ support,
creative arts, sports and adventure education,
outreach work, residentials, training and
opportunities for Voice and Influence.
Peer support is an integral part of our approach
for many years. Young women have brought their
energy, knowledge, lived experience, skills and
enthusiasm.
For further information about Getaway Girls or the Side by Side group please
contact Flavia at Getaway Girls 67 Bayswater Grove, Leeds, LS8 5LN.
Tel: 0113 240 5894 or email: flavia.docherty@getawaygirls.co.uk
www.getawaygirls.co.uk

